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Cut Assemble The Mayflower A Full Color Paper Model Of The Reconstruction At Plimoth Plantation Models Toys
Recounts the coming of the Pilgrims to America, with illustrations by N.C. Wyeth.
The Vintage Journal Cut-out Model of the Mayflower pocket journal features an illustration of part of the walls surrounded by water. This journal has full color decorative vintage art on the cover, and is the perfect companion for your next trip, writing project, to-do list, or any occasion
where a handy notebook is needed. Found Image Press Vintage Journals feature vintage art that celebrates your favorite places, hobbies and interests. The front cover design features a classic piece of art from the Found Image Press collection of over 60,000 pictures. - 4 x 6 inches - 100
lined opaque pages - Soft matte finish
Charles Wentworth, a heartbroken Puritan, comes to the New World from England in 1622 in search of salvation and a new beginning. Burdened with a lifelong struggle between his desire for faith and his doubts about God's love for him, he leaves the only land he has ever known after the death
of his fiancée, in hopes of being freed of the temptations that torment him. A new masterpiece from National Book Award and Pen/Faulkner Award finalist Hugh Nissenson, The Pilgrim explores the foundation myths of America, a country settled by people intoxicated by the pursuit of God and
yearning for redemption and freedom.
Popular Science
Course of Study for the Common Schools of Illinois
Cut and Assemble Wizard of Oz Theatre
The Home School Source Book
English Floral Place Cards and Matching Napkin Holders in Full Color
Across the Wide Dark Sea
If You... series.
Cut and Assemble MayflowerA Full Color Paper Model of the Reconstruction at PlTurtleback
Build your own authentic replica of the famed Pilgrim ship. Step-by-step instructions, easy-to-follow diagrams enable beginners and experienced hobbyists to assemble this magnificent 17-inch-long model. Features include fo'c'sle, main deck, half deck, rudder, masts, sails, more. Informative text.
The Ship that Started a Nation
12 Ready-To-Use Sets
Savings and Loans News
The Mayflower Journey
Cut and Create!
"...bursting with ideas, opinions, books, games, materials, & resources for enriching the home schooling environment...Even parents who send their children to public school need to supplement their children's learning experience, & this book is a great collection of the basic tools." (REAL GOOD NEWS). "...the only major home education resource guide we have seen that does not emphasize fundamentalist religious books & materials...It places emphasis on comparative
religions, cultural literacy, ecology, conservation, & global awareness. We recommend it." (BACKWOODS HOME MAGAZINE). "This book lives up to its title. It tries to be a WHOLE EARTH CATALOG for homeschoolers, & does a darn good job. (293) pages packed full of resources, reviews, & rant." (MILLENNIUM WHOLE EARTH CATALOG). "...a wealth of information for beginning & experienced homeschoolers". (Pat Farenga, publisher of GROWING
WITHOUT SCHOOLING). "...a veritable smorgasbord of articles, resources, essays, letters, insights, honest (& sometimes scathing) reviews, notes & commentaries on home education." (HOME EDUCATION MAGAZINE). Available from Brook Farm Books, Box 246BP, Bridgewater, ME 04735. $20.00 postage paid US edition, $25.50 Canadian edition. Standard trade discounts. STOP 40% plus $3.50 postage. Wholesalers: Ingram & Baker & Taylor.
Join the Pilgrims on their perilous journey across the ocean, as they start a new life in North America. This stunning book marks the 400th anniversary of the Mayflower's voyage, with edge-to-edge illustrated scenes, interspersed with detailed maps, inventories and cutaways, along with engaging, narrative text to make this a history book to treasure and pour over time and again. Learn about the perilous journey, the crew and passengers, the cargo on board and what
happened when they finally dropped anchor in Cape Cod. Meet the Wampanoag people and learn about how the Pilgrims' arrival changed their way of life. Atmospheric artwork and detailed scenes will spark your imagination as you discover the amazing true story behind the birth of a nation. Find out as if you were there: Who were the Pilgrims? Why did they want to leave England? Why was the journey so perilous? What was the Mayflower Compact? Who are the
Wampanoag? How did the Pilgrims interact with the Wampanoag? What happened at the first Thanksgiving? What became of the Mayflower? This fact-packed children’s book includes a comprehensive timeline of events, an author's note, plus a glossary and ideas for further learning.
The creation myth of the United States begins with the plucky English puritans of the Mayflower--but what about the story of its sister ship, the Seaflower. Few people today know the story of the passengers aboard the Seaflower, who in 1630 founded a rival puritan colony on an isolated Caribbean island called Providence. They were convinced that England’s empire would rise not in barren New England, but rather in tropical Central America. However, Providence
became a colony in constant crisis: crops failed, slaves revolted . . . and then there were the pirates. And, as Tom Feiling discovers in this surprising history, the same drama was played out by the men and women who re-settled the island one hundred years later. The Island That Disappeared presents Providence as a fascinating microcosm of colonialism--even today. At first glance it is an island of devout churchgoers - but look a little closer, and you see that it is still
dependent on its smugglers. At once intimate and global, this story of puritans and pirates goes to the heart of the contradictory nature of the Caribbean and how the Western World took shape.
Cut and Assemble the Mayflower
Children's Books in Print
A Full Color Paper Model of the Reconstruction at Plymouth Plantation
The Mayflower Quarterly
The Patchwork Girl of Oz
Journal and Proceedings of the House of Assembly of the Province of Nova Scotia

Everything needed to put on the Wizard of Oz show, including the theater, stage, scenery, props, all the Oz characters, a synopsis of the story and step-by-step directions for assembling the theater, stage and other parts.
Marion and Shiva Stone are twin brothers born of a secret union between a beautiful Indian nun and a brash British surgeon. Orphaned by their mother’s death and their father’s disappearance and bound together by a preternatural connection and a shared fascination with
medicine, the twins come of age as Ethiopia hovers on the brink of revolution. Moving from Addis Ababa to New York City and back again, Cutting for Stone is an unforgettable story of love and betrayal, medicine and ordinary miracles—and two brothers whose fates are forever
intertwined.
A boy and his family endure a difficult nine-week journey across the ocean and survive the first winter at Plymouth Plantation in Massachusetts.
Cutting for Stone
Easy Make & Learn Projects
Journals and Proceedings of the House of Assembly of the Province of Nova Scotia
A Resource Guide for Elementary School Teaching
Appendix to the Journals of the Senate and Assembly ... of the Legislature of the State of California ...
The Island that Disappeared
Delightful story of a patchwork doll brought to life, a magic spell, and more enchanting adventures in the Land of Oz. 130 black-and-white illustrations.
Replica of the famous Pilgrim ship, including fo'c'sle, main deck, half deck, rudder, masts, sails, more. Simple instructions, diagrams.
"This is the fully illustrated story of ... [the Mayflower] voyage, the events that prompted it, the conditions the Pilgrims found in their new land, and how they made the best of them. The lifestyle they practiced is best preserved today at Plimoth Plantation, and references and illustrations from this replica village illuminate the entire narrative"--Cover.
The Mayflower Destiny
The Mayflower
The Tale of Two Cultures
The Pilgrim
And Its Place in the Life of To-day
The Well-trained Mind
Adapted from the New York Times bestseller Mayflower! After a dangerous journey across the Atlantic, the Mayflower?s passengers were saved from certain destruction with the help of the Natives of the Plymouth region. For fifty years a fragile peace was maintained as Pilgrims and Native Americans learned to work together. But when that trust was broken by the next generation of leaders, a conflict erupted
that nearly wiped out Pilgrims and Natives alike. Adapted from the New York Times bestseller Mayflower specifically for younger readers, this edition includes additional maps, artwork, and archival photos.
Presents fifteen models designed to introduce students in kindergarten through third grade to the pilgrims, their voyage on the "Mayflower," and their settlement in Plymouth.
The ship itself was obscure and small, valued at a mere 128 pounds, eight shillings, and fourpence. Each passenger had a total area the size of a single mattress under a five-foot ceiling in which to cook, eat, sleep, dress and all the rest of living. During the months-long journey, one Pilgrim died. Another, washed overboard, was miraculously washed back on deck. A crew member, not so fortunate, perished. The
landing at Plymouth was on the morning of Monday, December 11, 1620. Ahead of this brave band lay a harsh winter, which robbed more than half the settlers of their lives. When spring came at last, 54 people were left, 21 of them under sixteen. But when the Mayflower sailed back to England, not one survivor asked to return. The men and women of the Mayflower did not come seeking fame or profit. They
sought—and found—peace. The agreement they drew up before landing was described by John Quincy Adams as “the first example in modern times of a social compact or system of government instituted by voluntary agreement conformable to the laws of nature, by men of equal rights and about to establish their community in a new country.” This book reconstructs the voyage that linked European civilization
and America, the facts behind what was to become the first legend of the American people, a pioneering journey that took nearly four centuries to come to life as it does in these pages.
The Romantic Story of the Mayflower Pilgrims
A Full-color Model of Caernarvon Castle in Wales
A Week-day Course in World Friendship and Training in Service for Children Six, Seven and Eight Years of Age
The Mayflower and the Pilgrims' New World
New York Supreme Court Case on Appeal
Mayflower Chronicles

A Resource Guide for Elementary School Teaching is a practical, comprehensive, and concise methods book designed to engage readers in "hands-on" and "minds-on" learning about effective teaching. A four-part organization covers an orientation to elementary school teaching and learning; planning for instruction;
strategies, aids, media, and resources for effective instruction; assessment and professional development. A new chapter on elementary school children discusses their development and their diversity -- and specific strategies for working with them.
"Vivid and remarkably fresh...Philbrick has recast the Pilgrims for the ages."--The New York Times Book Review Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in History New York Times Book Review Top Ten books of the Year With a new preface marking the 400th anniversary of the landing of the Mayflower. How did America begin? That
simple question launches the acclaimed author of In the Hurricane's Eye and Valiant Ambition on an extraordinary journey to understand the truth behind our most sacred national myth: the voyage of the Mayflower and the settlement of Plymouth Colony. As Philbrick reveals in this electrifying history of the Pilgrims,
the story of Plymouth Colony was a fifty-five year epic that began in peril and ended in war. New England erupted into a bloody conflict that nearly wiped out the English colonists and natives alike. These events shaped the existing communites and the country that would grow from them.
?Jedediah Trelawney has a secret. Revealing it could cost him his life. Jedediah Trelawney joins a small, overcrowded ship bound for America. A young man from a privileged background, he struggles to adapt to life at sea. Determined to earn the respect of his fellow passengers, he undertakes arduous tasks alongside
the crew, but Jed is not cut out for the life of a sailor. Sickness is rife aboard the Mayflower. Inspired by Samuel Fuller, a self-taught physician, Jed develops a fascination with the healing arts. He thrives as Doctor Fuller’s apprentice and challenges traditional ideas, seeking kinder methods for treating the
sick. Smitten by Desire Minter, Jed dreams of a future as a respected colony physician with Desire as his wife. Hostile passenger, John Billington, has other ideas. When Billington threatens to reveal Jed’s past, Jed becomes the victim of bullying and bribery. Somehow, Jed must silence Billington for good, or risk
losing everything — including his life. A page-turning tale about ordinary people in extraordinary circumstances.
A Full Color Paper Model of the Reconstruction at Pl
Cut & Assemble a Medieval Castle
Three Young Pilgrims
Vintage Journal Cut-out Model of the Mayflower
The Pilgrims, the Mayflower & More
A tale of courage, love and survival aboard the Mayflower
Add a festive touch to any table setting with accessories that include 2 different, richly detailed floral and foliate designs. Assemble easily with scissors and tape.
Offers step-by-step instruction on how to enable an academically rigorous, comprehensive education for children from preschool through high school, outlining a classical educational model while providing book lists, ordering information, and Internet links.
For thousands of years two distinct cultures evolved unaware of one another's existence. Separated by what one culture called The Great Sea and known to the other as the Atlantic Ocean, the course of each culture's future changed irreversibly four hundred years ago. In 1620 the Mayflower delivered 102 refugees and fortune seekers from England to Cape Cod, where these two cultures first encountered one another. The English sought religious freedom and fresh financial
opportunities. The Natives were recovering from the Great Dying of the past several years that left over two-thirds of their people in graves. How would they react to one another? How might their experience shape modern cross-cultural encounters?
Running With The Wind
A Guide to Classical Education at Home
Hunts' universal yacht list
The Lost History of the Mayflower's Sister Ship and Its Rival Puritan Colony
The Voyage that Changed the World
Cut and Assemble Mayflower

This easy to use packet is full of step-by-step projects that will teach your students scissor skills, visual-motor skills, grouping, ordering, and spatial relationships. Finished products can be used for take-homes, bulletin boards, mobiles, gifts and more!
Full-color model of Caernarvon Castle in Wales.
Three young children who arrived on the Mayflower give an account of their first year in the new land.
A Story of Courage, Community, and War
Mayflower
Planning for Competence
Mayflower and Cornucopia
N.C. Wyeth's Pilgrims
If You Sailed on the Mayflower in 1620
Commemorate the 400th anniversary of the Pilgrims' voyage with this authentic full-color model of the Mayflower II. Detailed instructions and diagrams enable hobbyists of all ages to assemble a sturdy 17-inch model.
The band of Puritan emigres that left Southampton in 1620 to found a godly colony in Virginia (as the eastern seaboard of the North American continent was known then) carried with them the ideological seed-corn of a new nation. This is the story of their voyage, their settlement in New England
and the influence they had on the forging of a nation
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
The Mayflower Program Book
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